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Executive
Summary

Patent 8853723 was created for work life balance and to
disconnect from a digital world on your terms before Apple
introduced Do Not Disturb / Focus /screen time or Googles
Android Focus Mode
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Why does this patent have value?
What is the market?
How else could this Patent be used to gain market share?
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Positioning

81% of all devices introduced in
the last four years use iOS 16.
(iPad and iPhone) (source: Apple)

Apple unveils IOS 16 with 20 key
features related to notifications
and security of notifications.
Meaning more than ½ the value
proposition of iOS 16 is from
features protected in Patent
US8855723B2

1,106,055,000 elected installs 
of IOS 16
All 20 claims featured by iOS 16
FOCUS MODE



What will a license do for your
Company?

Control the Notifications management
market with Patent 8855723

.

Become the only company to
offer features similar to apples
key feature called focus or Do
Not Disturb on your handset

Become the only cellular Carrier
to be able to sell Handsets
without infringment

Create an industry standard
texting platform called Stasit that
all other handset manufacturers
have to adopt and license 
Agressively pursue infringement
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Now you can 
Focus on getting a
license before your
competition does

WWW.STASIT.COM



The information contained in this and/or any other document, materials or form of communication from
the patent owner, Stasit LLC or its agents, now or in the future, related to the patent portfolio referenced
herein (collectively, the “Information”) is provided in connection with an offer for sale or license of the
referenced patent(s).  The Information does not constitute a legal analysis, opinion, representation or
warranty of any kind.  The Information is provided solely to aid potential partners in conducting their
own independent evaluation to determine whether to participate in the offering process conducted by
Stasit LLC.  Any statement included in the Information regarding the potential use or applicability of any
referenced patent or application to specific products or services is provided solely for illustration
purposes and shall not be construed as notice of infringement or an accusation of infringement of any of
the referenced patents.  This document and/or any other document, materials or communication is
intended for receipt and review only by the parties (and their attorneys or agents) contacted by Stasit
LLC in connection with the offering process, and any redistribution beyond the receiving party’s
organization without Stasit LLC express written permission is strictly prohibited. Stasit LLC reserves the
right to suspend, discontinue or modify the offering process at any time for any reason, in its sole
discretion, without notice.




